Summer Reading Challenge

Can't vacation this summer? Try visiting...

Another Country!
Another State!
Another Time!
Another Universe!

Choose any book you want to read on this theme:

Read a book about a place that you've never been and would like to visit!
ALL INCOMING 9TH, 10TH, HONORS 11TH AND HONORS 12TH GRADERS SHOULD CHOOSE ANY BOOK THEY WANT TO READ THAT FITS THE CHALLENGE THEME: READ A BOOK ABOUT A PLACE THAT YOU'VE NEVER BEEN AND WOULD LIKE TO VISIT!

STUDENTS SHOULD BE PREPARED TO SHARE THEIR READING CHOICE, INCLUDING A FEW IMPORTANT QUOTES, WITH THEIR CLASSES WHEN THEY RETURN TO SCHOOL IN THE FALL.

11TH-GRADE AP LANGUAGE STUDENTS AND 12TH-GRADE AP LITERATURE STUDENTS HAVE A DIFFERENT READING CHALLENGE THAT CAN BE ACCESSED HERE: